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kasasol ambia was published in london in 1869, as was tareekh ul masabih (the history of india), first published in 1884 by the south indian researcher. the tareekh ul masabih accounted for many of the earliest examples of south asian history in english. most british travellers to south asia, including the indian subcontinent, recorded their histories in english. those travellers
included richard burton, h.h. dodwell, and the south indian scholar, r.c. majumdar. kasasol ambia is the first english-language book to record the histories of south asia from the perspective of the local. and yet this story of paradise is a story of betrayal. adam marries zulekha, yusuf the beloved, but her parents kill him. and the pen that wrote kasasol ambia gives zulekha a bad
pen that transcribes the deeds of her ancestors, including the murder of the prophet. drawing on the balkrishna epic, kasasol ambia is also a story of human frailty, told through the eyes of the character of nabat, who casts his gaze on history, but is cast down into the ever-flowing river of time. and so we are both cursed and blessed. not only does the pen that gave birth to us
allow us to speak the truth, kasasol ambia also gives us the opportunity to look back and reflect on the deeds of our ancestors, the artists, musicians and poets who made our lives and world possible. i have lived with the past. that which has been written may be rewritten. and what i see is an opportunity to make a new beginning. there are kasasol ambia in the future. it is a

question of whether the past can be rewritten.
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the stories are written in the poetic format and are easy to comprehend. they are not about a muslim sect, but about the prophet. as an example, in one of the stories, kasasol ambia
contains a description of the prophet's birth and the events leading up to the revelation of the quran. as a result of this description, it is shown that the prophet was born of a virgin,

and that he was raised by his mother. the work is compendious. over 450 stories are collected here. other stories that make their way into kasasol ambia have come from the
languages of iran, central asia, the balkans, the caucasus, anatolia, the middle east, europe and africa. many of the stories were originally collected and published in periodicals,

pamphlets and books that were circulated in the south asian regions in which they were written. the back of the kasasol ambia cover notes the book was written by munshi rezaulla,
the first of three poets who lived in the early 20th century in the village of gondia, in the bengal countryside. like its two predecessors, kasasol ambia is a history of the prophets,
written in the prakrit language of bengal. unlike its predecessors, however, the third, dastoori dastan, written by the prominent poet charudatta kabyalal was published in print in
1972, 80 years after it was written. rzaulla, the poet who wrote the first two works, was born into a community of sufi artists who kasasol ambia describes as a sufi caste. as he

wrote, the sufi saints were the living pen that created words. like the buddhist and hindu prophets, they had met the buddha and vishnu, and all of the prophets had met with god.
drawing from kasasol ambia , the poet rezaulla written words of a journey to meet the sufi saints. 5ec8ef588b
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